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Synopsis

Book 1 in the bestselling Cowboys of Chance Creek Western Romance Series Ethan Cruz should be mending fences on his Montana ranch, but instead he's driving to the Chance Creek, Montana, airport - to pick up the bride he didn't know he had. This latest salvo in his ongoing practical joke battle with his best friend, Rob Matheson, has gone too far, and Ethan plans to send his "bride" right back home, then get busy plotting his revenge. One look at Autumn Leeds changes his mind, however. Perhaps he needs a bride, after all. A breathtakingly beautiful city bride. Autumn Leeds needs a story - fast - or she's going to lose her lucrative contract with CityPretty Magazine, so when she sees the crazy video plea for a modern mail-order bride for a cowboy, it sounds like the story of the century. Making a video of her own, she casts herself as the perfect mail-order bride for a rancher, but when she finally reaches Montana, she's surprised to find Ethan's the perfect cowboy husband-to-be. Against her better judgment, her plan to keep her handsome groom at arm's length disintegrates into a night of passion spent in his arms. Ethan knows he can't keep playing this game - he has to come clean with Autumn and tell her the truth; about the practical joke and about the state of his ranch. He's about to lose it all because of the debts his mother racked up before his parents' deaths. Now his sister, Claire, wants to sell the ranch and collect what little money they can. He'll be out of a home and a job, and in no shape to support the bride he desperately wants to marry, after all. Autumn's in bigger trouble than ever. Not only has she fallen in love with the subject of her expose - she might be carrying his child. If she doesn't write this article and secure her contract for another year, she'll lose everything - her career, her apartment, and more importantly, her family's approval. The only alternative is to stay and marry Ethan. But how can she trust a man she's just met when she knows too well that men always let you down? Can a love based on lies last?
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Netgalley sent me a copy of The Cowboy’s E-Mail Order Bride in exchange for an honest review. I have been reading romance books since I first found my grandma’s stash when I’d stay with her over the summer. She let me. Though I’m not sure she knew I was reading the steamier ones. I’m a sucker for a romance novel, man sweeps woman off feet, woman falls in love with man, they run off and live happily ever after. I love a gorgeous cowboy too. Worn jeans, broke in boots, cowboy hat, muscles, tan from being outdoors...yum. I don’t want a rhinestone wanna be cowboy, a real ranch working, cattle herding, horse riding cowboy is what I’m talking about. We have combined 2 of my favorite elements: romance + cowboys= Heather is going to automatically love the book. And I did. It’s a fast fun read. I finished it in a couple of hours Wednesday night. I think Ethan and I would get along fabulously if he’s looking for a girl who knows nothing about ranch life but does know how to use technology. Those weren’t technically his qualifications for a wife, but you know. Rob and Ethan, practical jokers, one outdoing the other with each new joke, but this one .... I couldn’t imagine someone doing this to me. Posting a video on YouTube for a wife wanted (or husband in my case). I would have melted into the floor and died. Ethan, though, had this attraction to Autumn that didn’t let him put her back on the plane. I’m glad he didn’t. The only thing I didn’t like... the only thing that is making it a 4 star review for me... was the moment of unprotected sex. It kind of gives the message that unprotected sex works out to a happily ever after.
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